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Abstract: Microwave Photonics has made a significant contributions to fields of
telecommunication, microwave signal processing, and radar sensors. Recently Microwave
Photonics is making inroads to biomedical applications. This presentation introduces biomedical
applications of RF and Microwave Photonics to medical imaging. Of particular interest are
applications of medical “therognostics”, where both therapeutic and imaging aspects of biological
tissue are performed. Both ultrasound and diffused photon near IR (DPNIR) are benefitted from
special optical sensors that are designed using high frequency modulated light. In this
presentation, first custom designed fiber sensors are to be reviewed that were developed for
micron resolution broadband ultrasound medical imaging in conjunction with high intensity focused
ultrasound. In addition, practical challenges of broadband DPNIR are addressed for realization of a
helmet mounted untethered system using UWB wireless communications for traumatic brain injury
detection.
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